INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

CAUTION: Be sure your firearm is UNLOADED. Practice safe handling procedures at all times.

1. Fit the ring bases to the mount rail of the rifle.

2. Remove the top piece of the ring and place the scope on the exposed fitted ring bases. Replace the top piece of the ring and finger tighten.

3. Put the rifle to your shoulder in your natural shooting position and adjust the scope eye relief until you achieve a full field of view.

4. When you have found the ideal eye relief rotate the scope so the reticle crosshairs are vertical and perpendicular to the rifle.

5. Tighten the screws on the ring to ensure a firm grip on the scope. WARNING: Do not overtighten the screws as you could cause damage to the scope body.

6. The rings are properly installed now for the scope to be zeroed.
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